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MORE Mask News!
From: Dress A Girl Around the World (mail@flocknote.com)
To:

suzbeck@yahoo.com

Date: Monday, March 23, 2020, 09:04 PM PDT

Hi Folks,
Thanks again to all of you who have emailed info about making masks. I've gotten
a bit more info, which I will pass along here. Some of it, I admit, is conflicting and I
don't know which is correct, so I'm simply passing all this info along and asking
that you decide for yourselves if this is something that you'd like to oﬀer your
services to...I'm not necessarily trying to rally anyone.
The position of the current scientific community is that homemade masks are not
safe or recommended, as they do not oﬀer safe protection and can cause false
security. Fabric masks should NOT be used for CV19. BUT they are absolutely
useful for all of the other reasons. Medical technicians, nurses, EMTs, and doctors
use masks; some hospitals and nursing homes (Hope Hospice, for example) have
asked people to sew masks so they can save the N95 masks for the situations
where they are most needed. Currently the only local hospitals we know that are
accepting fabric masks are Kaiser Oakland and Mills Peninsula.
Besides the links below, there are a ton of other videos/tutorials/pros and cons,
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simply google 'fabric surgical mask'.
100 Million Mask Challenge
A Surgeon's Guide to Sewing a Mask
Recent study on how fabric masks aren't that helpful
USA Today: Do Homemade Masks Work?
Bias Tape Face Mask Tutorial
Face Mask Pattern
Scruﬀy Quilts (San Mateo): Links/Tutorials/Patterns
Dublin Sewing Center mask info
Hope Hospice Contact: Veronica (925) 719-8790
Thanks again for all the info you've sent in. Please use this time and your talents as
you feel God is leading you! And remember HE is still in control!
Many blessings,
Suzanne
PS...I also thought this was especially helpful: How Christians Can Exemplify
Faith & Peace

Sent by Suzanne Beck
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